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Session Preview 
❖ Overview - a look at action-

based research
❖ Samples - ideas from music 

classrooms 
❖ Brainstorming - small-group 

discussion time 
❖ Sharing - ideas from small-

group discussion



Action-Based Research



Action-based research is a systematic  
experiment carried out by an educator  

who seeks to improve teaching and learning  
within his/her unique classroom setting. 



❖ Action-based research is already going on in 
classrooms across the state, but…  
❖ We might not think of our daily adventures 

in terms of research
❖ We typically don’t formalize our approach 

as we compare strategies  



Steps of Action-Based Research 

1. Identifying a Research Focus - the teacher identifies 
an area of interest or need within her teaching setting

2. Developing Questions - the teacher formulates 
specific research questions that provide the 
framework for her study 

3. Determining Approaches - the teacher identifies two 
or more distinct teaching approaches that she will 
implement (and compare) in her study 



4. Selecting Participants - the teacher identifies specific 
classes/students who will be included in her study 

5. Carrying Out Research - the teacher carries out her 
experiment by implementing specific strategies 
within her teaching setting

6. Collecting Data - after a predetermined amount  
of time, the teacher collects data (e.g., tests, surveys, 
etc) to compare the teaching approaches utilized in 
her study 



7. Analyzing Data - the teacher analyzes data to 
determine the relative success of each teaching 
approach utilized in her study 

8. Reporting Findings - the teacher shares the results of 
her study with selected audiences (e.g., parents, 
colleagues, administration, conference attendees, etc)

9. Incorporating Findings - the teacher adjusts 
strategies for teaching and learning, based on the 
findings of her study 



Keep in Mind
❖ Think carefully about 

the way you set up 
your experiment 
❖ The goal is to be 

able to attribute 
improvements to 
the experiment 
(keep other aspects 
consistent)



What Might This  
Look Like? 



Mr. Fortissimo’s 4th-grade students are having trouble performing 
dotted-quarter/eighth-note patterns. After a disappointing 
rhythm-performance test, Mr. Fortissimo decides it is time to try 
something different. Since he has three 4th-grade classes, he 
decides to do an experiment in which he compares three different 
teaching strategies to determine which is most effective in helping 
his students accurately perform dotted-quarter/eighth-note 
patterns. With one class, he continues as normal: the students 
count rhythm exercises together, using TA and TI-TI. In his second 
class, he has students practice in the same manner, but includes 
use of a metronome each time (something he hadn’t been doing). 
With his third class, he utilizes a rote-teaching approach in which 
he models rhythms, then has the students echo back to him.



After one month of practice, he retests each student, using 
the same rhythm-performance test that inspired his 
experiment. Mr. Fortissimo discovers that his second class, 
the one in which he included a metronome, outperformed the 
other two. Excited about his discovery, he shares his findings 
with his students, then starts using a metronome with all of 
his classes. To his delight, the counting issues that plagued 
his students dissipate over time. At the end of the year, he 
shares his discovery with Ms. Fermata, his building principal, 
who is impressed by Mr. Fortissimo’s methodical approach; 
she suggests that he consider using a similar tactic for his 
upcoming Educator Effectiveness review. 



❖ Consider the steps for Action-Based Research 
❖ How does each relate to this example? 



1. Identifying a Research Focus 

2. Developing Questions

3. Determining Approaches

4. Selecting Participants

5. Carrying Out Research

6. Collecting Data

7. Analyzing Data

8. Reporting Findings

9. Incorporating Findings



Reasons for  
Action-Based Research



Action-based research is a systematic  
experiment carried out by an educator  

who seeks to improve teaching and learning  
within his or her unique classroom setting. 

❖ Improve teaching and learning in your room
❖ We CAN move music education forward 



❖ Sharing the results of an action-based research project with:
❖ students and parents gives the educator an opportunity to 

model lifelong learning and a commitment to excellence
❖ colleagues can lead to dialogue and collaboration within or 

between schools regarding ways to improve teaching and 
learning

❖ administration and policy-makers affords the opportunity 
for teachers to showcase professional growth based on 
tangible (data-driven) results

❖ professors opens the door for collaborative efforts between 
PK-12 teachers and University instructors and/or students



Samples



Sample #1 - Choir



Freshman Choir Research-Sight Singing

❖ 2015- Sing at First Sight. (Text 
only)

❖ 2016- Text addition of student 
composed examples in class

❖ 2017- Text, compositions, 
section  group recordings/
peer teaching

❖ 2018- Text, comp., group 
recordings/ teaching and 
‘speed’ annotation. 



2018-2019 Predictions/Reflections
❖ Students will increase one level 

of proficiency by the end of the 
year.

❖ The three-year ongoing 
research shows:
❖ Upward trend with inclusion 

of multiple facets of teaching 
sight singing.

❖ Mastery of techniques taught 
in prior years.

❖ Increased class time (2017-18) 



Sight Reading Rubric 

 

Class: Freshman Choir Student Name: 

 

Date: Example code:_____Score: ______ 

CATEGORY 4                      3.5 3                      2.5 2                      1.5 1                         0 

 

 

Accuracy 

Outstanding accuracy. 

All notes, rhythms are 

performed accurately. 

Correct pulse 

throughout. 

Infrequent errors.  A few 

minor problems with 

stepwise intervals in 

technical passages. 

Pulse is mostly correct. 

A lack of consistency 

in notes, rhythms, 

stepwise intervals, 

pulse in technical 

passages. 

Numerous inaccurate 

notes, stepwise 

passages,and 

rhythmic passages. 

Mostly incorrect 

throughout.. 

 

 

Intonation 

Accurate intonation with 

correct breath support 

in all ranges.  Pitch 

adjustments are made 

instantly without flaw. 

Minimal intonation and 

breath support 

difficulties.  Pitch 

adjustments are usually 

successful.  

Mostly accurate 

intonation and breath 

support with some 

out-of-tune notes. 

Pitch adjustment 

skills are still 

developing. 

Some sense of 

intonations, but with 

significant breath 

support issues.  Pitch 

adjustment skills are 

not developed. 

 

 

Sight Reading 

Excellent ability to find 

’do’ in each key. 

Student can apply 

solfege syllables to all 

notes without hesitation. 

Minor lapses in finding 

’do’ and small hesitation 

in applying solfege 

syllables. 

Several errors in 

ability to find ’do’ and 

apply solfege 

syllables to notes. 

Ability to find ’do’ and 

apply solfege 

syllables is not 

present. 

 

Annotations 

Student successfully 

annotated all correct 

symbols for this sight 

reading example. 

Student missed one or 

two annotations symbols 

in this sight reading 

example. 

Student missed 

several annotation 

symbols in this sight 

reading example. 

Student did not 

complete the sight 

reading annotations 

portion of this 

example. 

 

Reflection Comments:  

 

 

 

 



Annotation Key for Choral Reading 
 

This indicates a trouble spot in the example 

 

 

 

Attention and listen closely to this spot. 

 

This is ‘DO’- Does your pitch match every time? 

 

 Repetitive spot: (Rhythm, notes, measure) 

 

Not understanding. Come back! If time allows. 

 

** Don’t forget to circle, line item, or underline dynamics, 

tempo markings, and articulations. ** 
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Sample #2 - Band



Project Goal
❖ My goals is to improve band lesson instruction with 

seventh and eighth grade band students.  This is the first 
year in this study.
❖ How to make lessons more meaningful?
❖ How to increase attendance?
❖ How can we find different ways to assess other than test 

scores?
❖ How can we monitor more mini-milestones of progress 

throughout the year?



Strategies
❖ Survey students
❖ Develop an "Individual Band 

Plan"
❖ Mid-year survey/progress 

check
❖ Journal progress throughout 

the year - rubric for assessment
❖ Conferencing (during lessons, 

block, and other times)



Data/Assessment

❖ Survey results
❖ Goal statement - lesson 

checks, quarter checks, 
conferencing, journaling

❖ Lesson Program - AIM - 
provides assessment data 
with each etude/exercise



Reporting 

❖ Conference with 
student at the 
end of the year

❖ Information to 
the HS teacher



Brainstorming 



Sharing



Thank You!
❖ Lisa Benz - benzl@ellsworth.k12.wi.us 
❖ Paul Budde - paul.budde@uwrf.edu 
❖ Shawn Gudmunsen - gudmush@scfschools.com 
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